Wheat phenology and yield under drought: A review
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Abstract

The purpose of this review was to characterize the wheat crop phenology under drought conditions, at different stages of crop growth. Effects of drought on wheat plants are variable, and depend on the phenological stage of the plant as well as the duration, intensity and frequency of the drought. The crop evapotranspiration increases over the course of the phenological cycle, reaching a maximum in the growth stage (from the beginning of heading until the end of flowering), which is the most sensitive stage of the crop to drought. At ripening, the evapotranspiration decreases to save and allocate the energy to grain yield. The drought affects the plant density in the initial phase, tiller number per plant in the tillering phase, and plant height in the stretching phase, most severely. At the flowering stage, the processes related to fertilization and fixation of grain are most severely affected, i.e., the number of viable seeds per area decreases. In the grain formation stage, the ability of the source (leaf) to use and translocate the assimilates to the grain is most severely affected, thus affecting the grain weight.
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Introduction

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is an annual plant; wheat grains are consumed in the form of bread, pasta, cakes, and biscuits. When wheat does not reach the required quality for human consumption, the grains are destined for animal feed (Embrapa Trigo, 2015). Wheat was one of the first plants to be cultivated by man, between 7000 and 9000 B.C., as humans began to expand their population throughout the world, and for 8000 years it has been a staple food of the major civilizations of Europe, Asia, and Africa (Vesohoski et al., 2011). Wheat has been cultivated in Southeast Asia, its center of origin, for more than 10,000 years. It belongs to the family Poaceae, tribe Triticeae (Hordeae), sub-tribe Triticinae, and genus Triticum. The sub-tribe comprises 15 species, gathered in three groups named according to the number of chromosomes; the diploid species have 14 chromosomes (n = 7), tetraploid species contain 28 chromosomes, and the hexaploids have 42 chromosomes (Sleper and Poehlman, 2006). The Triticum genus contains approximately 30 species, half of which are grown commercially, and the other half grows in a wild form. Over 90% of the wheat species grown worldwide corresponds to Triticum aestivum vulgaris and Triticum turgidum durum (Abitriago, 2015). Triticum aestivum L., known as common wheat, is the species of greatest commercial interest, given its suitability for baking. Grains of the species T. durum lack the gliadin and glutenin proteins, and are therefore not suitable for baking. This species, however, outweighs the other species in the qualities needed to manufacture noodles (Moreira and Souza, 1999). Wheat is one of the most ancient and noble cereals to be used as food; the quality and quantity of protein are an important component in the human diet. It is also used in the preparation of drugs and glue, as well as in animal feed, as fodder, grain, or feed composition (Embrapa Trigo, 2015). The world wheat production in the 2014/2015 harvest was 716.11 million tons, and the largest producing areas were China, India, the European Union, Russia, and the United States. Brazilian wheat production in 2014/2015 reached 5.971 million tons, whereas the annual consumption in the country has remained around 10 million tons (USDA, 2015), and the states of Paraná, Rio Grande do Sul, and Santa Catarina accounted for 90% of the total wheat production in Brazil (Embrapa Trigo, 2015). Brazilian wheat production has not been sufficient to meet the domestic demand. This situation has been aggravated by the high amount of grain that is destroyed or reduced in quality by pests, germination of the ears, and reduced dry matter due to delayed harvests (Gutkoski et al., 2008). The lack of production incentives, small acreage, and low productivity ceilings also contribute to the annual deficit in Brazilian wheat production. However, the wheat crop in Brazil has improved, every day, on the most important fronts of producers and exporting countries, based on productivity gains, profitability, and improving industrial quality (Tibola et al., 2008; Boschini, 2010).

Interest in maximizing the yield of wheat has stimulated the use of intensive management in this culture. This management includes the adoption of certain practices such as sowing, spacing, density-appropriate seeding, increasing soil fertility levels, controlling disease and insects, and plant lodging (Rodrigues and Teixeira 2003).

The phenological stages of wheat

Knowledge of wheat plant development is extremely important to understand the possible limitations caused by the environment, especially the water deficit. According to
Doorenbos and Kassam (1979), the water requirements of wheat crops can range from 450 to 650 mm, over its entire cycle ranging from 95 to 125 days. When plants suffer drought stress, they close their stomata to prevent dehydration. The absorption and water loss in the guard cells changes their turgor and modulates the opening and closing of the stomata, through hydropassive (without energy expenditure) and hydroactive (with energy expenditure) movements. With the closing of the stomata, there is a drastic reduction in transpiration rates, because most of the plant's transpiration is stomatal, with the remainder performed by the cuticle (Taiz and Zeiger, 2004). When undergoing drought stress, plants increase the production of abscisic acid by as much as 50-fold in leaves, which decreases leaf area due to lower-turgor-pressure cells, stomatal closure, the induction of senescence and ethylene production (Taiz and Zeiger, 2013).

The water deficit initiates a complex pathway response, starting with the perception of stress triggering a sequence of metabolic pathways. This can result in various levels of physiological responses, both metabolic and developmental. A change in the osmotic potential, relative to the plasma membrane, can be a major cause of response to water stress at the molecular level (Bray, 1993). In water-stress conditions, various physiological and morphological processes, such as the decrease of turgor pressure in cells, leaf expansion, leaf abscission, the deepening of roots in the soil, stomatal conductance, and photosynthesis are changed (Bajaj et al., 1999; Taiz and Zeiger, 2004; Zhu et al., 2005).

Water stress also affects many important biochemical processes such as osmotic adjustment, antioxidant enzyme defense system, abscisic acid production, and lipid peroxidation. There are, however, morphological, physiological, and biochemical processes able to confer drought resistance (Mitra, 2001; Sarto et al., 2016). The increase in Si in the plant can increase the efficiency of water use by some grasses (Sarto et al., 2012, Sarto et al., 2015, Sarto et al., 2016). Most cultivated plants are sensitive to water stress, particularly during the flowering and seed development stages; reduction in productivity can be seen as a result of this condition (Slattery, 1969). Slattery (1969) and Rodrigues et al. (1998) highlighted three critical periods wherein the occurrence of drought most affects the wheat crop: floral initiation and inflorescence development, anthesis and fertilization, and grain formation. Moreover, Intalap and Day (1970) reported shoot elongation of the plant as a critical period. According to Fischer (1973), the greatest reductions in the yield of wheat grains occur when there is water deficiency in the plant development period, spanning 15 days before and 5 days after heading. The photosynthetic rate of a leaf (expressed by unit leaf area) is rarely as responsive to moderate stress as the leaf expansion, because photosynthesis is much less sensitive to turgor. With the closing of the stomata during the early stages of water stress, water-use efficiency can increase (i.e., more CO₂ can be absorbed by water transpired per unit leaf area). Under severe stress, however, the dehydration in mesophyll cells inhibits photosynthesis as well as mesophyll metabolism, and water-use efficiency decreases as a result (Taiz and Zeiger, 2004).

On plant growth, Kramer (1983) states that water stress usually causes multiple effects, such as reducing the assimilative capacity by decreasing photosynthesis, through stomatal closure and the loss of leaves and thus the leaf area. This results in decreased carbon dioxide supply, which reduces the translocation of carbohydrates and plant-growth regulators, and causes disturbances in nitrogen metabolism. These effects add to the reduced swelling, reduced growth and decreased crop productivity. Damage caused by water stress varies according to the duration, intensity, frequency, and time of occurrence in the culture. The frequency and intensity of water deficit are the main limiting factors in global agricultural production (Santos and Carlesso, 1998; Damatta, 2007). Water stress is a situation common to many cultures, influencing almost every aspect related to plant development (Damatta, 2007; Grant, 1992), however, states that the development of the adaptation mechanisms of plants to drought stress is influenced by the level of CO₂, solar radiation, temperature, and relative humidity. Wheat has different environmental requirements for each stage of development, especially with regard to water requirements and air temperature. In the tillering stage, the newly emerged plants have one or more sheaths. Subsequently, at the stem elongation stage, plant growth occurs, which reinforces the plant structure. At this stage, the ears are not yet visible, and the inflorescence is still wrapped in the flag leaf sheath until the booting stage. After this period, the crop enters the heading stage. At the beginning, the first ears are visible, and at the end, all ears are present outside the sheaths. The flowering stage occurs primarily in the main stem, then the tillers, starting in the apical part of the spike. At the end of flowering, the grains are in an aqueous phase. During the flowering stage, plants are extremely sensitive to low air temperatures. At the end of the cycle, at the stage of physiological maturity, grains start the reserve accumulation process. Early in the process, the grain content is milky, and later, the ripening of the grain indicates it is ready for harvesting. Conditions of high air temperatures, low water availability, and low soil moisture, combined with long sunny days, reduce the period of wheat maturation (Mundstock, 1999; Large, 1954). Water represents 80 to 95% of the mass of cells involved in maintenance, growth, and turgor of the plant, hydrolysis reactions, and photosynthesis. In addition to performing the function of a solvent, enabling the gases, minerals, and other solutes to enter the cell, water is also responsible for controlling the internal temperature of the plant. A reduction in water availability in plants leads to the reduction of cell solutes thus increasing the solute concentration. This causes the plasma membrane to become thicker, affecting the turgidity processes of cells, reducing the leaf area and causing stomatal closure. This results in a reduced rate of photosynthesis, influencing the plant development (Dias, 2008; Lacerda et al., 2007). In wheat, decreased water availability causes reduced growth by decreasing water potential, stomatal conductance, photosynthesis, and nitrogen assimilation. Wheat evapotranspiration in the southern region of Brazil is 312 mm, with a maximum water consumption of 3.9 mm day⁻¹.

The values of sensitivity coefficient to water deficit for each wheat crop development stage (kyi), referring to the vegetative, reproductive, and physiological ripening stage, are 0.2, 0.6, and 0.0, respectively. The higher the value of kyi, the greater the losses in crop yield under drought conditions. The most sensitive developmental stage to be affected by lack of water is the flag leaf stage, followed by the flowering stage. During the milk-grain stage, wheat is the least sensitive to water stress (Cunha et al., 2009; Moreira and Cardoso, 2009; Roberts et al., 1998; Doorenbos and Kassam, 1994). Low water supply for long periods can reduce the number of days in the crop growth cycle. The cycle is measured by the number of days from emergence, to heading and physiological ripening. A lack of rainfall can reduce the plant growth period up to heading, or the grain filling period (Oçório, 1992; Pedro Júnior et al., 2004). Excessive rainfall can lead to a reduction in quality,
germination of grains still in the ear, and losses in grain yield (Guarienti et al., 2005).

**Wheat production affected by drought**

The water availability can cause significant changes in grain components, and consequently in grain quality; the changes differ in the event of excess water or lack of water. Plants that go through periods of drought suffer decreased photosynthetic activity during this period, consequently affecting the grain formation (Jiang et al., 2009). To obtain a quality grain, it is necessary that proteins accumulate in the grain. This process is strongly influenced by water availability, and the nutritional conditions in which the plant grows (Rodrigues and Teixeira, 2010). According to Libardi and Costa (1997), the average consumption of water by wheat was 347.2 mm over a 115-day cycle, or an average daily intake of approximately 3.02 mm. The consumption was 0.70, 0.93, 2.21, 3.74, 5.48 and 2.12 mm day$^{-1}$, for the phases of establishment, tillering, booting, flowering, grain formation, and grain maturation, respectively (Fig 1).

Doorenbos and Kassan (1979) stated that, if there is an adequate water supply during the establishment phase of the culture, the critical periods for water stress are: when the plants are nearing completion of the tillering phase and beginning stem elongation, during the head development till the beginning of the flowering period, and during the initial formation of productivity.

Singh (1981) investigated the sensitivity of the growth periods of wheat with respect to moisture, demonstrating that according to the concept of the "critical stage", the three periods of wheat development, in order of decreasing sensitivity, are the booting to heading stage, flowering and grain development, and vegetative stage.

Water stress in the stem elongation phase prevents some tillers from producing spikes, although it does not represent a complete loss of income, because before senescence, all assimilated are transported to the fertile tillers. The stress throughout the tillering stage has a negative effect on the production of tillers, dry weight of shoots, and number of ears per plant, but not on the plant height (Teruel and Smiderle, 1999).

Moreira and Cardoso (2009) observed that the suspension of irrigation in the milk stage of kernel development does not have much effect on the plant, and the stages of early head and ear emergence are more sensitive to water stress treatments. The productivity was more sensitive to stress during the emergence of the head, whereas vegetative growth.
tends to be the most affected by the suspension of irrigation in the early heading.

Guerra and Antonini (1996) studied the effect of cutting the supply of water to wheat (cultivar BR-12 Arowana) at 69, 77, 85, 95, 102, and 115 days after planting. These days correspond to the following developmental stages respectively: start of heading, watery caryopses, milky state, soft dough state, stiff dough state, and hard caryopsis. The effects studied were the grain yield, and grain quality (Fig. 2). They found a significant reduction in grain yield in the instances where irrigation was suspended before the grains in a state of hardness. This reduction in income was caused by a reduction in grain weight (per 1000 grains) and the weight per hectoliter of grain. The suspension of irrigation when the grain had reached the hard phase afforded savings of 99 mm of water, relative to when the irrigation treatment phase lasted until the caryopsis. The hard grain kernel state may be defined as one in which most of the grains can withstand nail pressure without breaking.

Herz and Rudorff (2001) studied water stress in four periods of growth (tillering, booting, grain filling, and physiological maturity), and observed that the grain production was reduced by water stress in the tillering stage (22.7%) booting stage (41.6%) and grain filling stage (9.1%). Thus, the effects of low water availability are variable, and depend on the phenological stage of the plant and the duration and intensity of the water stress.

Wheat resistance to drought

The resistance of plants to drought is very complex, and its expression depends on the action and interaction of different morphological (reduced leaf area, leaf roll, wax content, efficient root system, and yield stability), physiological (reduction in transpiration, high efficiency in water use, stomatal closure, and osmotic adjustment), and biochemical (proline accumulation, polyamines, diamine, increased nitrate reductase activity, and increased carbohydrate storage) characteristics. However, knowledge about the genetic mechanisms that influence these traits is still limited (Mitra, 2001; Fumis and Pedras, 2002). The synthesis of proteins under stress conditions is inhibited and their degradation is accelerated, which results in the accumulation of free amino acids and amines (Larcher, 2000). The hallmark of a disorder in protein metabolism is the change in the proportion of amino acids, and a high concentration of proline (Larcher, 2000).

Usually, when plants are exposed to various types of environmental stress, notably water, they may accumulate proline, putrescine, and polyamines (Fumis and Pedras, 2002). The accumulation of these compounds in water deficit has been associated with the tolerance of plants to this unfavorable condition, and may represent a regulatory mechanism of water loss through increased cellular osmolarity (water potential) (Rodrigues et al., 1998; Fumis and Pedras, 2002; Marin et al., 2006). Additionally, the accumulation of proline as a compatible osmolyte, during and between periods of stress, is well documented (Shevyakova, 1984; Hare and Cress, 1997; Carceller et al., 1999; Laczcano-Ferrat and Lovatt, 1999; Mitra, 2001; Kishor et al., 2005). The identification of genotypes that are tolerant to environmental stresses through classical breeding methods is difficult, because it is a characteristic with low heritability and is usually a genotype × environment interaction. This is in addition to the selection process usually occurring in differing conditions (Smith et al., 1990; Kirigwi et al., 2004). Thus, plant transformation has been demonstrated as an option for the development of wheat genotypes that are tolerant to drought, and are therefore more productive (Sahrawat et al., 2003).

Techniques for the genetic transformation of plants have been used in identifying genes responsible for their resistance to drought, as well as the transfer of these plant genotypes (Grover et al., 2001). Studies have shown that the manipulation of genes responsible for the biosynthesis of low-molecular-weight metabolites has resulted in plants with an increased tolerance to drought and salinity (Molinari, 2003).

Conclusion

The effects of drought on the wheat plant are variable, depending on the phenological stage of the plant, as well as the duration, intensity, and frequency of the drought. The crop evapotranspiration increases the duration of the phenological cycle until the stages comprising the beginning of heading until the end of flowering, which is the most drought-sensitive stage of the crop. At ripening, the evapotranspiration decreases to save and allocate the energy to grain yield. In the initial phase, drought can affect the number and density of plants most severely. How the water deficit affects the development of cultures depends on when it occurs. In the initial emergence phase, the drought can severely affect the number of plants per square meter. In the tillering phase, the number of tillers per plant is affected, during stem elongation, plant height is affected. At the flowering stage, processes related to fertilization and the fixation of grain is affected most severely, resulting in a decrease in the number of viable seeds per area. In the grain formation stage, the capacity to translocate the assimilates to the grain is affected, which in turn affects the grain weight.
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